HOTS Conference Call
July 9, 2012
2:00pm–4:00pm

Changes to Ready Talk Conference Call:
Number to call: 866-740-1260
Then enter conference ID no.: 7520598 #

Minutes: Manuel Urrizola

Present: Lisa Rowlison de Ortiz (UCB), Karleen Darr (UCD, Chair), Vicki Grahame (UCI), John Riemer (UCLA), Jim Dooley (UCM, SCP), Manuel Urrizola (UCR, Vice Chair), Linda Barnhart (UCSD), Anneliese Taylor (UCSF), Catherine Nelson (UCSB), Patricia Martin (CDL).

Absent: Valerie Bross (LAUC), no representative from UCSC.

Agenda

1. Announcements
   - UCSD has completed RDA NACO training for authority records; UCSD will go to bibliographic records training in fall.
   - UCM went live with OCLC World Share; Millennium is shut down and has gone away; UCM no longer has a local OPAC; everything needs an LHR (URLs live in the LHRs). Jim answered lots of questions from other members and agreed to give updates to HOTS.

2. Hathi Trust File Submission update from campuses (All)
   - UCD met deadline. Sent lost and missing but not withdrawals.
   - UCB sent all data on 6/25/12 and answered a few questions from Jeremy York. Work is complete.
   - UCLA and SRLF submitted and received confirmation.
   - UCM submitted well in advance.
   - UCR submitted and received confirmation.
   - UCSF sent in test files (no confirmation) and then sent rest of files.
   - UCSB submitted …
   - UCI submitted …
   - UCSD probably submitted (Linda will check).

3. Implementing Shared Print for WEST (Ellen Meltzer email sent July 2); (All)
   - Send questions or problems to Patti at CDL (announcement should have come from her).
   - Link in email announcement did not work for everyone.
   - OCLC report/recommendations rather than a policy
   - Four libraries participating (UCLA (add.), SRLF (add.), UCSD (subs.), and UCB (add.)) thus far. UCLA and SRLF will probably go to subs.
UCD and UCR have received WEST Bronze List.
ULs will probably charge SOPAG to coordinate/organize.
Space and de-selection issues could complicate WEST initiative. Titles submitted to RLFs should be done under the non-duplicative policy.

4. NGTS POT6, LT1c Suggestions for HOTS Follow-Up (email sent July 3); (Vicki)
   - POT6, LT1c charged with surveying technical services tools.
   - POT6, LT1c came up with follow-up questions.
   - NGTS POT6 is not asking for a response from HOTS. Suggestions are informational. ACTION: Karleen will forward to ACIG.
   - Mention of HOTS wiki came up; UCSB and UCR have not been able to access.

5. ALA Annual Update (Sharing 1 or 2 significant things learned from those who attended)
   - Patti encountered many changes to OCLC products—ExpertSearch, FirstSearch, WorldCat.
   - Linda’s conference was RDA focused; contact her with questions.
   - Lots of RDA training in the works (LC, PCC). CONSER training in the works. Descriptive cataloging training needed in addition to NACO training.
   - OCLC looking at whether credits are an incentive.
   - FRBR Interest Group discussion of extensible records.

6. Melvyl Update (Patti)
   - Slow time for changes to Melvyl.

7. NGTS Update (Vicki)
   - Update went out on June 29.

8. Other?
   - Are we all doing ETDs? Are we all cataloging? Are we exposing in eScholarship? Probably all are. Issues with archiving, embargos, etc.
   - Over the next year/year-and-a-half (in part, to become ADA compliant), UCSB may have to withdraw many more volumes than originally planned; looking at 3-tier storage.

Next month's meeting: August 13 (Minutes: Linda Barnhart)